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“Position for an unpredictable future…
OPEX is key!!”
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Azure VM
Azure Storage
Azure Networking
Azure Backup

Run your VMs only when required
Pay for what you use
Scale up or down, as business demands
Predictable monthly charges without capital layout

Transform your IT cost
base to OPEX and
experience the agility,
scalability and
predictability that the
Microsoft cloud has to
offer.

WHAT IS Nexio Azure Migration Assessment?
A solution that assesses the feasibility of moving a set of targeted servers to Azure
A typical IT manager is expected to manage cost while being responsive to unpredictable
business needs. The Nexio Migration Assessment assists organizations in the journey to
migrate their on-premises servers to Microsoft Azure while meeting availability, agility and
scalability demands.
The objective of this assessment is to provide customers with a view of:
‖ The feasibility of hosting a set of VMs in Azure as supposed to on-premises
‖ The cost of hosting on Azure, accounting for the supporting Azure components
‖ Recommendations for further optimization of VMs to Azure PaaS services

Reduce the real cost: your data center real-estate and supporting infrastructure

What’s in the box?

What’s extra?

Migration compatibility per server
Recommended Azure VM SKUs
Monthly Azure cost estimate
High-level migration plan
Recommendations for optimizing your IaaS
workloads to PaaS for further cost savings
✓ Quote for migrating your servers to Azure
✓ Max 100 Servers connected to the same
routable network.

➢ Nexio as a Microsoft CSP can offer competitive
Azure pricing, not available to direct Azure
customers
➢ Leverage our Telco relationship to provide highspeed, managed connectivity to Azure
➢ Our team of firewall security experts can assist
with perimeter security solutions that are cloud
compatible
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Driving the Digital Revolution

